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During recall from episodic memory, participants often censor themselves, omitting responses that they deem inappropriate. We designed an externalized recall procedure to unmask these censored responses. Specifically, we asked young and older participants for delayed oral recall of the words from the most recent list, but asked them in doing so to say all of the words that came into their minds, regardless of whether they came from the most recent list. Participants were instructed to press the space bar on a computer keyboard to reject any word that they reported coming to mind but that they believed was not from the most recent list. During traditional free recall, older adults make fewer correct responses and approximately twice as many prior list intrusions (recall of items that appeared on earlier lists) as younger adults. It has been theorized that the increase in prior list intrusions (PLIs) is due to an age-related inability to inhibit these responses (Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Kliegl et al., 1993). In the current study, 40 young and 40 older adults were first tested using standard delayed free recall. As expected, older adults recalled fewer correct items and also made approximately twice as many PLIs as their younger counterparts (Kahana et al., 2002). However, when given externalized recall instructions, there was no reliable age difference in the number of accepted PLIs and a relatively small difference in the number of rejected PLIs. By giving participants the opportunity to reexamine their responses, we were able to differentially benefit older adults, thus narrowing the age-related disparity typically seen in free recall. Implications for a theoretical understanding of underlying processes in free recall and effects of age will be discussed.
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